Discrimination of frequency modulated sweeps by mice.
Mice often produce ultrasonic vocalizations (USVs) that sweep upwards in frequency from around 60 to around 80 kHz and downwards in frequency from 80 to 60 kHz. Whether or not these USVs are used for communication purposes is still unknown. Here, mice were trained and tested using operant conditioning procedures and positive reinforcement to discriminate between synthetic upsweeps and downsweeps. The stimuli varied in bandwidth, duration, and direction of sweep. The mice performed significantly worse when discriminating between background and test stimuli when the stimuli all occupied the same bandwidths. Further, the mice's discrimination performance became much worse for stimuli that had durations similar to those natural vocalizations of the mice. Sweeps composed of different frequency ranges and longer durations had improved discrimination. These results collected using artificial stimuli created to mimic natural USVs indicate that the bandwidth of the vocalizations may be much more important for communication than the frequency contours of the vocalizations.